Crosstalk in surface electromyography of the proximal forearm during gripping tasks
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Abstract

Electromyographic (EMG) crosstalk was systematically analyzed to evaluate the magnitude of common signal present between electrode pairs around the forearm. Surface EMG was recorded and analyzed from seven electrode pairs placed circumferentially around the proximal forearm in six healthy individuals. The cross-correlation function was used to determine the amount of common signal, which was found to decrease as the distance between electrode pairs increased, but was not significantly altered by forearm posture (pronation, neutral, supination). Overall, approximately 40% common signal was detected between adjacent electrode pairs (3 cm apart), dropping to about 10% at 6 cm spacing and 2.5% at 9 cm. The magnitude of common signal approached 50% between adjacent electrode pairs over the extensor muscles, while over 60% was observed between neighbouring sites on the flexor aspect of the forearm. Although flexor and extensor EMG amplitude was similar, less than 2% common signal was present between flexor and extensor electrode pairs during both pinch and grasp tasks. Maximum grip force production was not affected by forearm rotation for pinch, but reduced 18% from neutral (mid-prone) to pronation during grasp (p=0.01). In spite of differences in grip force, mean muscle activity did not vary between the three forearm postures during maximum pinch or grasp trials. While this study improved our knowledge of crosstalk and electrode spacing issues, further examination of forearm EMG is required to improve understanding of muscle loading, EMG properties and motor control during gripping tasks.
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1. Introduction

Surface electromyography (EMG) is a powerful tool for examining the biomechanics and motor control of the human body. EMG signals are affected by changes in muscle force and muscle length, and the relationship may be further complicated by changes in electrode–muscle configuration. The forearm provides a prime example of many EMG collection pitfalls. The forearm consists of many muscles in close proximity, with varying degrees of common function, and a relatively small surface area on the overlying skin to place recording electrodes. The potential for surface electrodes to record signal common to multiple muscles is a concern [1,2]. The size and proximity of the forearm muscles not only create concern regarding which muscle is being recorded, but forearm rotation may also cause the electrodes on the skin to shift relative to the muscle. This could potentially result in recording activity from additional or new muscles, creating a potential source of error [3]. The smaller pick-up volume and greater specificity of fine wire electrodes has been offered as a solution for crosstalk issues, however, these electrodes have been shown to shift within the muscle and alter the activity recorded [4]. There is a need to evaluate crosstalk and common signal using surface EMG to examine issues regarding electrode placement and forearm rotation.

Varying levels of accuracy have been used to report electrode location in the literature, possibly leading some readers to infer that accuracy in electrode placement is not important. Studies in occupational settings have described electrode placement using terms such as “common flexor muscle mass,” “finger and wrist flexor musculature” and “forearm flexor and extensor muscles”
Several methods have been used to quantify the amount of common signal (or crosstalk) present between neighbouring muscles, the most common being the cross-correlation function (CCF) [8,9,10,11,12,13]. Key features of the cross-correlation function include the peak correlation value, the value at zero phase shift, and the timing of zero crossings [12,14]. The cross-correlation value at zero phase shift (or peak), or its square, is often used to quantify the magnitude of common signal [11,13,14]. Winter et al. (1994) [13] reported that the crosstalk did not exceed 5% of the maximum value recorded for muscle mass [5,6,7]. While it may be of interest to record “flexor” activity during various tasks in the workplace, and report a statistical analysis of effort, the use of a “common muscle mass” makes it difficult to know which muscles are contributing to the recorded signal.

The normalized form of the equation, resulting in values between -1 and +1, is:

\[ R'_{xy}(\tau) = \frac{R_{xy}(\tau)}{\sqrt{R_{xx}(0) R_{yy}(0)}} \]  

where \( R_{xy}(\tau) \) is the auto-correlation of \( x(t) \) at \( \tau=0 \), \( R_{yy}(0) \) is the auto-correlation of \( y(t) \) at \( \tau=0 \), \( \tau \) is the time shift and \( R'_{xy} \) is the normalized cross-correlation value [13]. In the context of this paper, “crosstalk” is synonymous with “common signal” and is defined as \( R'_{xy} \), which may also be referred to as the relative common power between two signals, \( x \) and \( y \). It should be noted that, based on this method using surface EMG, one cannot discriminate between the individual contributions of motor unit synchrony, common neural input and electrode crosstalk.

The purpose of this study was to determine the common signal, or crosstalk, present between electrode pairs placed circumferentially around the proximal forearm. Adapting the protocol from a previous study [13], we included the effects of forearm rotation, force level and grip type. A secondary purpose was to determine the effect of forearm rotation on grip force normalization and the associated effect on muscle activity.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Six healthy male volunteers participated in this study (mean age: 23.7 years; range: 22–25 years). All participants were pain free in the forearm at the time of testing, and reported no history of hand, wrist or forearm dysfunction. Pilot work involved two additional male participants, and although statistical outcomes were no different with their data included, they were omitted to maintain experimental integrity due to slight modifications in protocol and collection parameters. Therefore, all data presented are based on six participants. In addition to each participant’s height (mean: 178.2 cm; range: 165.0–187.5 cm) and mass (mean: 93.0 kg; range: 57.6–123.0 kg), forearm circumference was also measured (mean: 30.2 cm; range: 25.5–33.3 cm).

2.2. Apparatus/set-up

Each participant sat upright in a chair with his back supported at a 15° incline from the vertical, and the right forearm supported on a horizontal platform with the
hand and wrist beyond the end of the platform and unsupported. Platform height was adjusted to standardize elbow and shoulder posture and to limit lateral flexion of the trunk. The upper arm was aligned with the trunk at 0° shoulder abduction and an elbow angle of 105°. Maximum voluntary pinch (thumb opposing index and long fingers) and power grasp (full grip with all fingers and the thumb) efforts were performed with the wrist in a neutral posture and the forearm in mid-prone (neutral) using a grip dynamometer (MIE Medical Research Ltd., Leeds, UK). Neutral wrist posture was defined as the anatomical position of the wrist, such that the dorsal surfaces of the hand and forearm formed a straight line and the 3rd metacarpal was parallel to the lateral border of the radius. Uniform pinch and grasp spans were used for all participants (3.1 and 5.0 cm, respectively). The grip dynamometer was supported during pinch efforts to standardize finger and wrist postures between participants, but not during grasp efforts. During grasp, hand position was standardized by aligning the radial border of the index finger with a marker on the handle of the dynamometer. Participants were instructed to maintain a neutral wrist with the desired forearm posture throughout each trial, during all target force exertions. Each trial was videotaped and simultaneously monitored on a television screen to ensure proper posture was achieved and maintained throughout the effort. A mirror apparatus, angled at 45°, allowed for the measurement of radio-ulnar deviation and wrist flexion-extension from a single videotape view in all postures (Fig. 1(a)). To aid in posture analysis, a pointer was taped to the back of the hand, between the 3rd and 4th metacarpal bones, and aligned with a line drawn on the forearm parallel to the radius (Fig. 1(b)). Alignment of the pointer in each posture required that three lines be drawn (i.e. one on the dorsal surface for pronation, and two on the ventral surface for neutral and supination). Two lines were needed on the ventral surface due to skin movement with forearm rotation. The dorsal surface of the hand and wrist were placed against a wooden board to help regulate wrist posture and forearm rotation during all neutral trials.

EMG signals were differentially amplified to maximize the raw signals (gain up to 10 k, and a common mode rejection rate of 90 dB) and were bandpass filtered (10–500 Hz) prior to A/D conversion (12 bit, Model PCI-MIO-16E-4; National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX). Raw EMG and force were recorded using collection software created in LabVIEW (National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX) with a sampling rate of 2000 Hz. EMG and force data were stored on a computer for later analysis. After forearm hair was shaved and the skin of the recording sites was scrubbed with alcohol, a total of 7 disposable Ag–AgCl surface electrode pairs (recording surface: 1 cm diameter, area 0.79 cm²) were placed around the circumference of the right forearm (Fig. 2). A landmark electrode pair was placed over the flexor carpi radialis (FCR, channel 5, Fig. 2), one third of the distance from the proximal end of a line from the medial epicondyle to the distal head of the radius, with the forearm supinated. The position over FCR was confirmed by

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the mirror apparatus designed to monitor and measure wrist angles, as seen from the video camera. Illustrated is the neutral wrist and forearm posture, with wrist flexion-extension angle apparent in the mirror image. Radio-ulnar deviation was measured as the angle of the pointer relative to the line drawn on the forearm. Inset, (b) pointer affixed to the back of the hand, with the line used for radio-ulnar deviation measurements in pronation.

Fig. 2. Cross-section of right forearm indicating approximate electrode locations (adapted from Perotto, 1994 [29]). Muscles are as follows: 1. extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU); 2. extensor digitorum communis and extensor digiti minimi (EDC/EDM); 3. extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis (ECRL/B); 4. brachioradialis (BR); 5. flexor carpi radialis (FCR); 6. palmaris longus (PL); 7. flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS); 8. flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU); 9. flexor digitorum profundus (FDP). Channel 5 was positioned over FCR.
palpation and signal response during specific FCR tasks involving wrist flexion with radial deviation. The inter-electrode spacing was 2.5 cm (centre-to-centre) for each differential pair. The six remaining electrode pairs were aligned around the forearm starting immediately medial and lateral to the landmark pair at a centre-to-centre distance of 3 cm between each pair. This arrangement resulted in a natural gap across the ulnar border, which varied in size depending on forearm circumference.

2.3. Protocol

A summary of the protocol is shown in Table 1. After determining the participant’s maximum grip force in a neutral forearm posture, four grip force target levels relative to maximum voluntary grip force (25%, 50%, 70% and 100%), were performed with a straight wrist in three forearm postures (full pronation, neutral and full supination). Maximal grip force was determined separately for both pinch (“Pinch max”) and grasp (“Grip max”), and target force levels were calculated (12 pinch and 12 grasp trials, for a total of 24 exertions). Pilot tests revealed that although their objective was to reproduce the maximum pinch and grasp forces achieved during calibration, not all participants attained the 100% target force in all postures. Therefore, three additional target forces were calculated, based on the maximum pinch and grasp forces achieved in pronated and supinated postures (referred to as 25, 50, and 70% “Pinch max-p” and “Grip max-p”, for pinch and grasp, respectively). These additional trials were performed only in pronation and supination, using the respective posture-specific maximum grip force only (resulting in an additional 6 pinch and 6 grasp trials). No additional trials were performed in neutral since all target force levels were originally calculated relative to neutral forearm values. Participants were asked to attain each relative target force level and hold it for 5 seconds. Visual feedback of the force level was given via an oscilloscope to help the participants maintain the desired target force level during each trial. Trials were randomized with a minimum rest of 1 minute between each effort.

2.4. Data analysis

After removing DC-bias, EMG levels were normalized to maximum voluntary electrical activation (MVE) from the maximum pinch and grasp force trials and a series of contractions used to elicit maximal activation. Trials performed to calibrate EMG included maximal grasp exertion with voluntary isometric wrist extension and forceful voluntary wrist circumduction. A “quiet” trial was recorded for each participant to determine baseline activity and for quantification of any system bias. Average EMG (AEMG) was calculated from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forearm posture</th>
<th>Pinch</th>
<th>Grasp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% Pinch max</td>
<td>% Pinch max-p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronation</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 (“Pinch max-p”)*</td>
<td>100 (“Grip max-p”)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supination</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 (“Pinch max-p”)*</td>
<td>100 (“Grip max-p”)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pinch max-p and Grip max-p: 100% force was generally not achieved, thus target levels were calculated relative to the maximum grip force for that specific posture. *By definition, Pinch max-p and Grip max-p in neutral are equal to Pinch max and Grip max, respectively, therefore no additional trials were performed.
the linear envelope (3 Hz) signal over the plateau period of each contraction.

The raw EMG signal from each channel was cross-correlated with the corresponding signal from each of the three adjacent channels, where applicable, with the distance between electrode pairs ranging from 3–9 cm. For example, the signal from channel 6 was cross-correlated with channels 3, 4 and 5 on the one side, but only with channel 7 on the other side due to the gap between channels 1 and 7. Hence, by definition channel 4 was the only signal to be cross-correlated with three channels on either side. To further test potential crosstalk between the flexor and extensor musculature, the signals from the two electrode pairs immediately on either side of the ulnar border were also cross-correlated (i.e. channel 1 versus channel 7). This cross-correlation was not included in the data for 3 cm spacing since the gap between these electrode pairs varied with forearm circumference. A total of 16 cross-correlations were performed within each trial. Wrist flexion and extension and radio–ulnar deviation angles were manually measured from the videotape.

2.5. Statistics

Repeated measures ANOVAs and planned comparisons and contrasts (Least Significant Difference or LSD) were performed using STATISTICA (Version 6.0, StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK) to determine levels of significance for cross-correlation, AEMG and grip force values. Unless otherwise stated, all p-values reflect those determined by planned comparisons.

Due to the arbitrary placement of the electrode pairs, with the exception of channel 5 being positioned over FCR, there was no guarantee that electrodes were located over the same muscles in all individuals. Therefore, statistical analyses were not performed on changes in AEMG amplitude of individual channels. Instead, the recorded activity levels were pooled to represent the extensor (i.e. channels 1–3) and flexor (i.e. channels 5–7) musculature before performing planned comparisons. This made AEMG data comparable to previous studies that reported electrode placements over “flexor” and “extensor” muscle masses. Pooled channels 1–3 will be referred to as “extensor” activity and channels 5–7 as “flexor” activity throughout the remainder of this paper.

3. Results

3.1. Grip force

There was no significant main effect of forearm posture on the maximal absolute pinch grip force produced (Table 2). However, in the grasp trials, forearm posture significantly affected maximum grip force ($F_{3,15}=4.204$, $p<0.05$) with more force produced in neutral than in pronation ($p=0.01$) or supination, although not significant in supination (Table 2). Since not all participants were able to achieve the desired 100% target force in all postures, further statistical analysis confirmed that significantly greater force was produced with each increasing target level, in each forearm posture ($p<0.001$). Of interesting note, during the trials in which participants attempted 100% force in a neutral forearm posture, they produced only 90% of maximum (i.e. 90% $P_{\text{max}}$) in pinch and 86.6% of maximum in grasp ($G_{\text{max}}$).

3.2. Cross-correlation of raw EMG

All cross-correlation values presented in this paper reflect those observed at zero phase shift of the cross-correlation function. Peak cross-correlation values were also analyzed but were not significantly different from those at zero-lag nor was the lag time significantly different from zero. $R_{xy}$ values did not differ significantly between target force levels, nor did they differ significantly between grasp and pinch trials. As expected, cross-correlation magnitude decreased as the distance between electrode pairs increased (Table 3). Comparison of the signals recorded from each side of the ulnar border revealed little correlation (i.e. channel 1 vs. channel 7; Table 3). Since there were no significant differences between the $R_{xy}$ values in any of the three forearm postures, the results from all three positions were combined. Grip type interacted with target level ($F_{3,15}=4.265$, $p<0.05$). During pinch grip trials, $R_{xy}$ values tended to be largest at 25% $P_{\text{max}}$ and smallest at 100% $P_{\text{max}}$ for all electrode spacings, while the opposite trend tended to be true during grasp trials (%$G_{\text{max}}$).

The amount of crosstalk, or common signal, may also be reported in terms of $R_{xy}^2$ (or $R_{xy}^2$ in this case). Mean $R_{xy}^2$ values, pooled across postures, for adjacent electrode pairs ranged from 33.1–38.6% in pinch and 36.8–41.3% in grasp; at 6 cm, $R_{xy}^2$ ranged from 8.0–10.5% in pinch and 8.6–10.7% in grasp; at 9 cm, $R_{xy}^2$ ranged from 2.4–4.0% in pinch and 2.1–2.5% in grasp. $R_{xy}^2$ between channels 1 and 7 ranged from 0.9–1.8% in pinch and 0.7–1.0% in grasp, indicating a lack of com-
Table 3
Mean peak cross-correlation ($R'_{xy}$) and explained variance ($R'_{xy}^2$), with standard error in parentheses, for each electrode spacing pooled across posture and effort level. The comparison between channels 1 and 7 has also been included. The $n$ values represent the number of cross-correlations performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode Spacing</th>
<th>Pinch</th>
<th></th>
<th>Grasp</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peak $R'_{xy}$</td>
<td>$R'_{xy}^2$</td>
<td>Peak $R'_{xy}$</td>
<td>$R'_{xy}^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n=438$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$n=365$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 cm</td>
<td>0.601 (0.196)</td>
<td>0.361 (0.038)</td>
<td>0.623 (0.197)</td>
<td>0.388 (0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 cm</td>
<td>0.307 (0.186)</td>
<td>0.094 (0.035)</td>
<td>0.314 (0.216)</td>
<td>0.099 (0.047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 cm</td>
<td>0.182 (0.146)</td>
<td>0.033 (0.021)</td>
<td>0.152 (0.162)</td>
<td>0.023 (0.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 vs. 7</td>
<td>0.111 (0.153)</td>
<td>0.012 (0.023)</td>
<td>0.089 (0.071)</td>
<td>0.008 (0.005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Common signal between electrode pairs on opposite sides of the ulnar border.

Statistical analyses were performed on each of the defined electrode spacings as a whole (i.e. correlations for 3, 6 and 9 cm spacing were not differentiated according to electrode placement), however, visual inspection of the correlations between electrode pairs positioned over the common flexor and extensor muscle masses (channels 5 and 6, and channels 2 and 3, respectively) revealed some interesting trends. Mean $R'_{xy}^2$ of channel 2 versus 3 and channel 5 versus 6 were somewhat higher than the overall means reported for electrode pairs 3 cm apart (as high as 52.5% and 51.8% in pinch, and 57.8% and 64.0% in grasp, respectively), depending on forearm posture and force exerted. While the correlations between channels 1 and 3 were similar to the overall mean for 6 cm spacing, as much as 15.9% and 29.8% common signal was observed for channel 5 versus 7 (in pinch and grasp, respectively). Although channels 2 and 5 were 9 cm apart, the magnitude of common signal between them was similar to that found between channels 1 and 7.

3.3. Average EMG (AEMG)

An interaction was present between grip type and target level ($F_{3,15}=43.1$, $p<0.001$), with significantly more activity during grasp trials than pinch trials ($p<0.001$) and significantly greater activity with increased force level for both pinch and grasp trials ($p<0.001$; Figs 3 and 4). Average muscle activity did not vary between the three forearm postures during 100% target force trials for either pinch or grasp. Despite the 10–15% difference in absolute grip force attained between the neutral 100% target force and maximum grip force calibration trials, there was no significant difference in overall AEMG between these trials for either pinch or grasp.

![Fig. 3. Pinch: mean normalized activation levels for each channel at each submaximal effort level. (a) AEMG for each channel with target force levels relative to maximum in neutral (Pinchmax). (b) AEMG for target force levels relative to the postural maximum (Pinchmax-p). Each panel includes the mean force value (from Table 1) and the mean relative force levels (shown above each line). Both middle panels are identical, as no additional trials were performed in neutral. The “extensors” (ch. 1–3) and “flexors” (ch. 5–7), which were pooled for analysis, are indicated.]
Fig. 4. Grasp: mean normalized activation levels for each channel at each submaximal effort level. (a) AEMG for each channel with target force levels relative to maximum in neutral (Grip\textsubscript{max}). (b) AEMG for target force levels relative to the postural maximum (Grip\textsubscript{max-p}). Each panel includes the mean force value (from Table 1) and the mean relative force levels (shown above each line). Both middle panels are identical, as no additional trials were performed in neutral. The “extensors” (ch. 1–3) and “flexors” (ch. 5–7), which were pooled for analysis, are indicated.

3.4. AEMG with target grip force relative to neutral maximum trials

Pooled flexor and pooled extensor activity were not significantly affected by posture within a given target pinch or grasp force level. However, it should be noted that some differences in AEMG amplitude were evident between postures at specific electrode sites, as well as between adjacent electrode pairs in certain postures, during both pinch and grasp trials (Figs 3(a) and 4(a), respectively). In some individuals, these differences were as much as 20–30% MVE.

3.5. AEMG with posture specific grip target forces

The maximal grasp forces in pronation and supination (i.e. Grip\textsubscript{max-p}) were approximately 20% less than neutral, while maximal pinch force (Pinch\textsubscript{max-p}) was 12% less in supination and no different in pronation compared to neutral (Table 2). Using these posture-specific maxima to calculate target forces, we found that overall AEMG was not affected by forearm posture, with some exceptions. During pinch trials, significantly more extensor activation occurred at all relative submaximal levels (i.e. 25, 50 and 70% Pinch\textsubscript{max-p}) in neutral than in supination ($p<0.01$; Fig. 3(b)). Similarly, more flexor activation was recorded in a neutral posture during 25% and 70% Pinch\textsubscript{max-p} efforts ($p<0.05$) compared to supination. During grasp trials (Grip\textsubscript{max-p}), significantly less flexor activation was observed in pronation than in neutral ($p<0.05$), regardless of target level (Fig. 4(b)). Extensor activation was significantly greater in neutral than in pronation for the 70% Grip\textsubscript{max-p} trial ($p<0.05$). This may be attributed to the lower absolute grip force in pronation (i.e. 70% of 320 N) compared to neutral (70% of 391 N). Again, differences in AEMG amplitude were evident between postures at specific electrode sites, as well as between adjacent electrode pairs in certain postures, during both pinch and grasp trials (Figs 3(b) and 4(b), respectively).

4. Discussion

This is the first study to examine the effects of forearm rotation and target force level on forearm EMG with specific reference to crosstalk (common signal) as determined by the cross-correlation function. We found that maximum grasp forces were reduced when the forearm was deviated from the mid-prone position, significantly in pronation. A similar effect was not found for pinch forces. While grip forces were altered by forearm rotation, EMG amplitude did not always reflect the changes in force. As expected, common signal decreased as the distance between electrode pairs increased. Overall, the percentage of common signal ranged from about 33–41% between adjacent electrode pairs, 8–10% at 6 cm and 2–4% at 9 cm. However, 50% common signal was detected between adjacent electrode pairs placed over the extensor muscles, while over 60% was observed between flexor electrode sites. About 1–2% common signal was found for comparisons made between flexor and extensor electrode pairs. Forearm rotation did not significantly affect the observed correlation values.

Overall, the correlation values of this study were similar to Winter et al. (1994) [13], in spite of differences in musculature (forearm versus thigh) and greater electrode spacing (3 cm versus 2.5 cm). Closer examination of the $R^2_{xy}$ values revealed common signal to be slightly higher in the forearm than those reported previously for the thigh (33–41% versus 22–24% for adjacent pairs and 2–4% versus 1–2% at the largest spacing, respectively) [13]. Consistent with previous surface EMG findings [9], we found grasp trials to have slightly higher $R^2_{xy}$ values than pinch trials, perhaps due to a more concerted effort.
of the musculature to stabilize the wrist while producing force in grasp than in pinch. Additionally, the highest percentages of common signal (50–60%) were detected between adjacent electrode sites on either the extensors or the flexor muscles. Despite similar activity levels, we found virtually no common signal between the flexors and extensors (<2%), whether from either side of the ulnar border or any other flexor and extensor sites, as could be expected from muscles of differing function and innervation. This likely reflects minimal crosstalk between the flexor and extensor muscle compartments and an inability of surface EMG to reflect motor unit firing rates, which may be moderately correlated between antagonists during isometric tasks [21]. There is also evidence that anatomical antagonists may be strongly coupled in the amplitude domain without motor unit synchronization [10]. Although motor unit synchronization has been examined with surface EMG using cross-correlation [9,12] and other techniques [22], its effectiveness is debatable [23,24].

The reduced maximal force from neutral to pronation during grasp, and the similar force levels in all three forearm postures during maximal pinch trials are comparable to previous investigations of grasp [25,26,27] and pinch [28]. However, we found grasp strength in supination to be lower than neutral, which is contrary to previous reports [26,27]. Also, our participants produced only 86–90% of maximal grip force in the mid-prone (neutral) test trials, perhaps indicating a slight difference in task between calibration and test trials. Participants concentrated on maintaining the neutral posture while gripping maximally during calibration, but had to concentrate on both posture and maintaining the 100% target force level during test trials. We also used the peak value from the maximum force calibration trial but reported mean forces over the test trials, likely contributing to this observation. Additional maximum grip force trials may have assisted in determining a truer maximum force. The effect of forearm posture on grip strength for grasp but not pinch likely reflects the difference in muscular contributions, specifically the greater involvement of the intrinsic hand muscles during pinch.

When target grip forces were based on the maximum force in a neutral forearm posture (Pinch_{max} and Grip_{max}), there were no differences between flexor and extensor AEMG amplitudes within any given force level. However, when force was normalized to the postural grip maximum (Pinch_{max-p} and Grip_{max-p}), some differences in muscle activity were apparent between the three forearm positions. These differences were attributed to the different absolute target forces required in each posture indicating that the posture used to determine grip force is likely important. Visual inspection of individual channels indicated differences in AEMG as large as 20–30% MVE between adjacent sites, as well as between forearm postures for specific electrode sites. Differences in forearm circumference did not appear to account for this variance. Overall results suggest that electrode position variation by 3 cm or less did not significantly affect AEMG amplitude. Therefore, the use of a standardized common muscle mass electrode site may be reasonable when a statistical representation of muscle activity is of interest over an extended period of time.

While visual inspection of individual cross-correlation data and specific AEMG comparisons suggested the presence of a rotational effect, a main effect of forearm posture was not found across participants. This was somewhat unexpected, as the electrodes could be expected to move 1–2 cm relative to the muscle with forearm rotation, depending on the amount of forearm rotation and forearm circumference. The circumferential placement of the electrode pairs likely contributed to the lack of a postural effect, as well as individual physiological and anatomical differences in muscle size, although we found forearm circumference not to be a factor. Crosstalk between specific flexor and extensor muscles of the wrist and fingers in a number of combinations of forearm and wrist posture is currently being investigated in another experiment.

There are several limitations to the present study. Due to the large number of contractions required within the protocol, only one trial per condition was performed. Although we randomized trials to minimize its effects, fatigue was not monitored and therefore cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor to observed differences in force and AEMG amplitudes. However, based on similar studies in our laboratory, in which we did monitor fatigue, we are confident that the rest breaks and randomization prevented fatigue in the present study. Manual goniometric measurements were chosen over those of an electrogoniometer to avoid compression of the device against the supporting platform. While similar measurement error has been reported for both methods, the combination of compression and forearm rotation could result in increased error. And, although we found that forearm position did not affect the correlation values, the common signal detected in each condition should be viewed as from a changing pool of motor units rather than a constant pool based on the likelihood that recording volume was altered with rotation of the arm.

This was the first study to systematically evaluate crosstalk in forearm EMG during gripping tasks in three forearm postures. We found that forearm posture had little effect on pinch forces, but deviation from neutral resulted in decreased power grasp forces. While grasp forces changed with forearm rotation, EMG amplitudes were relatively invariant to posture. Although similar flexor and extensor EMG amplitudes were observed, small cross-correlation values suggest that this is not a function of signal crosstalk as they represented only 1–2% common signal. Within a functional muscle group, common signal was as high as 60%. Using the amplitude
of the EMG signal to determine common muscular function should be done with caution or avoided entirely, particularly between antagonist muscles. While this study has provided important information regarding crosstalk and electrode spacing issues, the electrode arrangement limited its generalizability. Further examination of forearm EMG is required to improve our understanding of muscle loading, EMG properties and motor control during gripping tasks.
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